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ABSTRACT

Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) for a wireless sys-
tem with multiple cooperative transmitters and nion-cooOp-
ercative receivers is considered (downlink channel). In the
literature THP has been optimized for this channel assum-
ing complete channel state informatioin (CSI). But quality
of CSI is generally poor at the transmitter due to the time-
varving channel. We present a robust optimization of THP
and a combined optimizlation of THP and channel estima-
tion, which take into account the quality of CSI. They yield
a significantly improved robustness towards errors in CSI.

1. INTRODUCTION

The downlink of a wireless commt-unication system with mul-
tiple transmit antennas and non-cooperative receivers with
one antenna each is considered. Precoding (pre-equalization)
is applied at the transmitter to reduce interference (space di-
vision multiple access). Tomlinzson-Harashinma Precoding
(THP)-a generalization of the work Tomlinson and Ha-
rashima (see references in [1L 2]) for intersymbol-interfer-
ence-is a non-linear precoder. It can be considered a one-
dimensional implementation of "writing-on-dirty paper" [3]
or successive encoding. Due to its non-linearity it achieves
very good performance, but it is also very sensitive to errors
in channel state information (CST).

CSI is available at the transmitter from the uplink in
time-division duplex (TDD) systems or from (limited) feed-
back from the receivers. In both cases the-generally-
asymmetric assignment of time slots to the up- and down-
link and a time-variant channel lead to significantly out-
dated (partial) CSI at the transmitter.

In spite of such harsh constraints THP is convention-
ally designed assuming complete CSI: Zero-forcing THP
was presented in [41 and the minimum mean square error
(MMSE) optimization was introduced in [5. 2, 6].

But performance of THP degrades tremendously due to
outdated CSI at the transmitter. A robust optimization as-
suming partial CSI -for zero-forcing THP was first presented
in [7]. For THP in case of cooperative receivers, where the

linear prefiltering is still performed at the receiver, a similar
approach is given in [8] for a SIS0 system (without predic-
tion) and a heuristic solution was proposed by [41.

Applying the channel estimates to the THP solution as
if they were the true parameters. i.e., assuming small errors,
is the standard approach in case of partial CSI (Sec. 3.1).
Firstly. we optimize THP based on a mean square error
(MSE) criterion [5] and a paradigm from static stochastic
programming [91 assuming a stochastic model for the pa-
rameter errors. This yields an average robustness (Sec. 3.2).
The second approach performs a condlitioncal meain (CM)
estimate of the MSE cost function given the observation of
a training sequence from previous uplink slots. This is a
general approach to a combined optimization of precoding
(equalization) and channel estimation (Sec. 3.3). Its solu-
tion shows, that linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) channel estimation is optimum together with a
robust design, which communicates size and structure of
the parameter errors to THP optimization. These methods
can also be applied to THP for frequency selective chan-
nels. The additional nunerical complexity is small com-
pared to the complexity of the THP and LMMSE estimator
(Sec. 3.4. In Sec. 4 we briefly emphasize different aspects
of the new robust solutions, e.g.. their relation to regular-
ization, channel estimation, and compensation of imperfect
feedback. Finally, performanice results in terms of uncoded
bit error rate (BER) show the gains obtained by a robust
optimization of THP (Sec. 5).

Our- origintal contribu:tiotns are: The CM estimate of the
cost function and combined optimization, different interpre-
tations of robust design for THP. and the extension of our
previous work [7] to correlated channels and MMSE-THP.

Notation: Random vectors and matrices are denoted by lower
and upper case sans serif bold letters (e.g. b, B). whereas the
realizations or deterministic variables are, e.g., b. B. The opera-
tors E[.]. (.)T, (.)II and tr(o) stand for expectation, transpose,
H-ernitian transpose. and trace of a matrix, respectively. e and
6k,' denote the Kronecker product and function, vec(B) stacks
the columns of B in a vector. ei is the i-th column of an N x N
identity matrix IN.
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2. SYSTEM MODEL

Downlink Data Chaninel: Data symbols sl[rn] E BA with
E[sd [n]sd []"] = IKA and modulation alphabet B are first
reordered before being sequentially precoded (Fig. I). Non-
linear precodling requires a modulo operator M(.) at the
transmitter and receivers defined as

M(z) z [ j t + 2 (1)

with T- 2-2 for QPSK symbols and dcfined elementwise
for a vector. The fredbackfilter F e XCKXK is lower tri-
angular with zero diagonal to ensure spatial causality for a
realizable feedback loop. The output of the modulo opera-
tor is linearly precoded with P g CAl> and transmitted
using Ml antennas over the channel Hq C CK'1I to K
receivers in the downlink (time slot q). The channel is as-
sumed constant during one time slot ("'block-fading"). The
non-cooperative receivers are modeled as G = i3- IK.
Including white additive complex Gaussian noise n[n]
fl/JO, oIIKA) the estimate of sd [nTj before decision is

Sd[nt1 - MI (3-'HqPw[n] + 3 -n[n]) C -K (2)

Al KYq- []t SP [Z-n]

Figure 2. Uplink trainingo channel

Uplinlk Traininig Chainnel: In a TDD system the chailniel
paraineters for optimizing the THP parameters F and P
can be estimated from N training symbols (per receiver)
Sp[n7] e C (a £{1.e. . , N}) in an tplipik link slot. As
an example we assume alternating up-/downlink slots and a
worst-case delay of 3 slots (due to processing the training
sequence) to the first uplink slot available with a training
sequence. The receive training signal is (Fig. 2)

Y7['1] =HJSp[7,] + Vq[f E IC,n C {1N.\} (3)

with additive white noise vq[n] -f(0/JO, a$I). Collecting
all N training symbols in the columns ofS&C CK\iN we
obtain

Y'1 - HqTSP + V1 C CIcIXN
iq = vec[Y1] = (SIT IAI)bq + V E CA

where h, = vec[HflT. Considering training signals from Q
previous uplink slots the total observation is

Yq = ShT,q + V, C CAINQ (4)

with hT,q - [h1133hT 5.h(* Q )] C CQAyq -

[4'1-3 y-5, , y_(,Q+l)] , and S = IQ A Sp 'Al

The channel coefficients hq - vec[H'71 are modeled
as a stationary zero mean complex Gaussian random vec-
tor with covariance miatrix Ch = E[hqhfH]. which is block
diagonal assuming E[hkaqhfj =-Cbkda,k. The k-tb col-
umn of HT is hh, .q A/'(7Ch,). For simplicity, we as-
sume identical autocorrelation r[i] (normalized to 7[0] 1)
for all elements of hf and a time-difference of i slots: 0T
is Toeplitz with first column[;i[O], r[2] ?...,r [2Q-2]]T and
ChT = CT & Ch.

Based on this model the current channel parameters hq
may be estimated (predicted) by

hq= WY,,. (5)

where W1 is an LMMSE estimator [IO], for example.
Throughout the article we assume that first and second

order channel and noise statistics are given.

3. ROBUST TOMLINSON-HARASHIMA
PRECODING

THP is optimized based on its linear representation (Fig. I).
where a[n] and J[nJ describe the modulo operations at the
transmitter and receivers, respectively (see references in [ .
2]). MMSE optimization, which is superior to a zero-forcing
design. is considered. The MSE based on knowledge of the
channel parameters Hq is defined as

fs(P. F, 3; HqI, Sls) = E[1ld d[n] 119]
tr ((lIe - F)Cw(IK --F)t)+± -2tr (CwPHHHHqP)
± tZ--Kuan - )3-'tr (Re ((IK -F)CWPHH)) (6)

Spatial ordering is not considered here to simplify our nota-
tion, but the extension is straight forward [6, 2] and applied
in the simulations. For the derivations the widespread as-
sumption Cw diag[]frI1 is made.

To emphasize the generality of our approaches we intro-
duce the set of parameters to be optimized P, which includes
the constraints of the optimization: {P, F, 34 tc P. Addi-
tionally, required model parameters, which we assume to be
perfectly known. are collected in Ms = {a%i2 fI .a2 }.

3.1. Standard Solution
The optimization problem for MMSE-THP based on a com-
plete knowledge of Hq is

min fs(P, F. 3; Hq, #MS) st tr (PC,PH) < Pr.PP.3~ 3 q7As)st
F: lower triangular, zero diagonal (7)

with average transmit power constrained by PT. The stan-
dard approach treats an estimate HCq (5) as if it was error-
free, and sets Hq = Hq (Fig. 3). Under this assumption
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Sd [I"]

Sd [7

F

Figure 1. THP for downlink data transmission with Al transmit antennas and K non-cooperative receivers: Representation
with modulo operators M(N) (upper diagram) and equivalent linear representation (lower diagram)

the solution of (7) is1 [6, 2]

PS - [PS,.PI,... ] with (8)

PS.k = ( ) H(k) + pIAI ) ek(k)He
Fs = [fS,j,..,fS,K with (9)

f1 Okxl 1f s, k3 -0
[ (k) PS,k

where ,3s is chosen to satisfv the power conistraint with equal-
ity, Ht) denotes the first k rows, and AI(§) the last k-A
rows of Hq: H = [H[k)T. H(k),T]T.

Channel hq Optimization of Precoding 'Ps
sP[L Estimation P= argminfs(P;H,Ms)

'PEP

Figure 3. Standard optimization of THP

3.2. Robust Optimization
In the standard approach only the channel estimate was com-
municated to the optimization (Fig. 3). Now, we extend this
interface passing also information about the first and second
order error statistics to THP optimization (Fig. 4).

From the point of view of optimization the true channel
hq = vec( H.) is a random variable, with the linear model

hq hq+0 (10)

for the estimate hq (5). The estimation error 0 is described
by its mean E[0 = 0 (for simplicity) and covariance matrix

Co = E[(hq - hq)(hq - hq)H] (11)

= Ch + WCYWH WCYh - CHWH. (12)
'Although it is a non-convex problem the solution can he found eAplic-

itlv via the Lagrange function aid KKT conditions [6. 21.

As hq - vec(HT_) we have a model of the etTor e in Hq
Hq + 8 with Cefi- E[ele] as needed for robust THP.

Based on this error model we define the NMSE on average
given HI:
fR(P F, 13; Hq. MtR) = Ee[fs(P, F, I3 Hq + e8,. hsY

(13)
This yields a robustness on average in contrast to worst case
robustness as obtained by a min-max formulation. The ro-
bust optimization problem is sinmilar to (7)

mmin 1R(P,F, A.HqiMIR) St. tr(PCwP") < PT.
P,F,,3

F : lower triangular, zero diagonal

with the solution following the steps in [6. 2]

PRi.[PR.. SPR,KI with

(14)

(15)

PR.k = q3R (ft().uftk) ± Cel + qIW) t(k )'e

(16)FR = [fR,1 - * fRA] with

fR#=-0R [(k)fR [Rk kl PR.k-

The additional statistical information about the estimation
error leads to a structured loading of the inverse in PR1kc
The set of model parameters (Fig. 4) is extended to MR =
{IMS E[e].CeH}.

y,[n]to, Co
Yq [uj Channel -

sp [n Estimation h

A4s Error
Model

Robust THP Optimization PR
PR- argniii fR (P; Hq. A4MR)

lp E

Figure 4. Robust optimization of THP

3.3. Conditional Mean Estimate of Cost Function
The robust optimization allows for a THP design, which
takes into account size and structure of the estimation errors.
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It remains to choose/optimize the channel estimator WV (5).
Althouglh many alternatives for W are available [10], we
would like to find the optimum estimator for the THP. Any
choice would be heuristic and a peiformance comparison
would be necessary. The goal is to optimize the precoder
directly based on the available observation Yq (4) about the
channel coefficients. Additionally, for our model (Sec. 2)
the conditional probability density function Phjy (hqjY,)
(PDF) is complex Gaussian with moments I1hjy, E[hqlYqj1
and ChlYq = E[(hq -IjYq)(hq - 'hly,)jYq]
1h=y, hq WWyq, WV -Chh'T S (SChTS + JVI-ANQ) '

Ch-y" =Ch -IWSChTh. (17)

whereChhT -E[hqh'.] - [r[3], r[5]. r[2Q+±fl,jCh
andW is equivalent to the LMMSE estimator [101.

Given yq the CM estimate of the cost function (6) is:

fc(P. F, ,3; yq t)= EHq [fs(P. F, 3; Hq, 4s)IYqI.
( 8)

The new cost function depeinds explicitly only on the obser-
vation Yq. It can be easily shown that the cost ftunction is
equivalent to fR(P, F. ,3; H1q MR) with the LMMSE es-
timate Hfq and CeH = CHHIY = IC*,,,,,. Thus.
the solution is given by (15) and (16) with Ciei = CHEIly
(MkC= {A4S, CH-IWjy})-

Sp [rlb F
yju.J

I~n

Combined Optimization
of Channel Estimation PC

& Precoding
I argrrin fc(P; Yq 'A4c)

Lp

Figure 5. Combined optimization of THP and channel esti-
mation based on the observed tiraining sequence Yq

3.4. Numerical Complexity
For comparing numerical complexity we assume an LMMSE
estimator (17) for standard and robust (combined) optimiza-
tion. The comparison also holds in case ordering optimiza-
tion is included. The additional complexity is given by
C,eo. which is based on (17), and of O(AI"3 K2ANQ).

4. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
4.1. Tikhonov Regularization
The robust cost functioni (13) can be expressed in terms of
the standard cost function (6)

fR(P, F, /3IHq. MR) =fs (P, F, 3; Hq, MS)
+ 2tr (CPHC P) (19)

The second term penalizes the norm of the linear prefilter P,
i.e.. it regularizes the solution. Decreasing the norm of P
leads to smaller amplification of the estimation errors and
reduced sensitivity in performance. Similar solutions are
known from least squares [11 . 1 2] with a stochastic error in
the model. The second term can be written in terms of a
sum of weighted norms of the columns Pk ofP

K

tI (CwPHCeHP) - Z2PpACeHP
k-Wk

(20)

The weighting matrix CeH incorporates the error structure
in the solution.

4.2. Improved Channel Estimation
The CM estimate of the Gramian of Hq is 131

E[Hq4 HqI IyYq HqHq + CHH y,. (21)
This term also appears, when writing the CM estimate of the
cost (18) explicitly. As computation of the Gramian changes
the statistics, this lhas to be taken considered when designing
the estimator. The standard approach intuitively applies the
maximum likelihood invariance principle [10] to the case of
a stochastic parameter model. where this principle does not
hold. If Hq is not an LMMSE estimate, we can think of

HHq ( -JIHq +CeH, (22)
which occurs in the robust cost function (13). as an im-
proved estimate of the Gramian H' Hq.

4.3. Compensation for Imperfect Feedback Filter
The structured loading term in the inverse (15) incorporates
knowledge about estimation errors in Hq ) and Itq. As
PR and PC only depend on H ), tie forward filter PR
compensates for imperfect interference cancellation in the
feedback. This observation is confirmed, when the solution
Fs from (9), which depends on Hq, is applied to (6) and
the resulting cost function is optimized for P.

4.4. Relation of Robust to Combined Optimization
As discussed above the solution from robust (13) and com-
bined optimization (18) are identical for

hq -vec(Hq ) I-Ahjly,, CeH -CHfIJ, (23)

This shows thatLMMSE estimation is optimum for MMSE-
THP design. if its error covariance matrix is considered in
the inverse in (15). A heuristic choice of the estimator W
is needed for robust optimization. Moreover, for robust op-
timization no assumption about the PDF of Hq or its condi-
tional PDF is made, only knowledge about the 1st and 2nd
order moments is assumed. On the other hand, for the solu-
tion of the combined optimization joint Gaussianity of the
channel and observation is required.
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5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Simu-ilation parameters: QPSK data symbols, Alf = 4 traiis-
mit antennas in a uniform linear array (half wavelength spac-
ing), and K E {2, 4} receivers are used. Transmitter and
receivers are modeled as in Sec. 2. All complex Gaussian
channel coefficients have the same Jakes power spectrum
with maximum Doppler frequency fJ = 0.08 (normalized
to the slot period), i.e., a max. speed of 65km/h for slot
frequency 1500 Hz at 2 GIz1 as in TDD-CDMA. The az-
imuth directions of the receivers' channels are Laplace dis-
tributed with means [-1I.D 0°, 15°] and standard deviation
100. Random QPSK sequences of length N= 30 are used
for training in the uplink. (Robust) spatial ordering (Fig. 1)
is included similarly to [5]. An LMMSE channel estimator
W is employed, i.e., the solutions for robust and combined
optimization are identical (23) with this choice. The sym-
metric slot allocation from Sec. 2 is chosen. A comparison
with other robust methods (e.g. min-max) is not possible
in this article as-to our knowledge-this is thefirst robtust
THP design for non-cooperative receivers.

Results: Figures 6 and 7 show the uncoded average BER
forK = 2 and K = 4. If no LMMSE channel estimation/pre-
diction is performed. i.e., channel estimates outdated by 3
time slots are used (Q - 1), the BER saturates at 0.5. Per-
forming LMMSE channel estimation based on the received
training sequences from Q = 5 previous uplink slots and
applying tlhe standard solution (7) yields a significant im-
provement. But still the performance degradation compared
to complete CSI is large. Robust or combined optimization
of THP (cf. Eqs. 13 and 18) results in an improvement of
about 3 clB for K = 2 and 4 clB for K - 4 at a BER of
0.01. The gain is larger for K = 4 as the sensitivity of THP
increases with the system load. i.e., the BER degradation is
larger than for K = 2. There is no saturation for robust and
standard THP in the shown SNR range due to prediction and
same SNR in training and data channel. The performance
gains are mainly due to the rich structure in CHH Y.
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